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WINTHROPCOLLEGE, ROCK HILL, S. C.

Monday, Decembat 15,1980

School costs likely to increase next fall
By TIM HARTIS
TJ editor

about $275 to $300 more per Thursday.
year in tuition, fees, room and
"If we do make an adjustboard beginning next fall, WC ment, in-so-far as possible, it
Students will probably pay President Charles B. Vail said would be an adjustment to extend over the next two years,"
he said.
Winthrop's average total instate cost is $2,123 per year.
The out-of-state rate averages
$2,823 a year.
The average meal plan will
likely go up about 10 percent,
Vail said. Bidding on the 198182 food service will begin in
January. Final negotiations will
be made in March.
"I don't anticipate a figure
much different from that,"' he
said.
Dorm prices are estimated to
rise $50 per semester. Vail said

"That's probably the figure I
have the most confidence in at
this time."
Most of the increases will go
to rising labor and energy costs,
he said. Student rent is the only
source of income for servicing
the buildings.
Academic fees will probably
rise about $60 per semester next
fall, Vail said.
"The course of the economy
and the threat of cutbacks make
it hard for us to predict more
accurately," he said. "We'll hold
it to the least possible increase."
Among deven state supported
schools, only two, S.C. State
College and Lander College,
charge less than WC for tuition,
fees, room and board.

Winthrop's average in-state
and out-of-state total costs run ~
cheaper than the University of
S.C., Clemson University, The
Citadel and the College of
Charleston.
Only The Citadel students
pay less for room and board
than WC students.
S.C. State College, College of
Charleston and Lander College
charge less in-state tuition and
fees than Winthrop. S.C. State .
and Lander charge less for outof-state students than WC.
The rise in the cost of attending Winthrop next fall is tentatively estimated at 14 percent,
Vail said.
"We're still offering a good
bargain," he said.

Students charged in book thefts
By LORI RIDGE
TJ managing editor

-•
Harriett MeCaHSster, a junior from Spirtanbwg, tells Santa what
she wants for Christmas. To see what students requested this
year, tee pages five and 16. (TJ photo by Tim Hartis)

Three Winthrop students
appeared before the SGA Judicial Board last week and were
found guilty of stealing textbooks belonging to other students.
Three more Winthrop students were to have appeared
before the board last night
facing the same charges, Kaiy
Gleaton, attorney general, said.
Book thefts have occurred at
Winthrop before, but Gleaton
said the number of reported
incidents has increased to a
record this semester.
Since September a total of
jin* students have been caught
trying to sell stolen books, she
said. This figure does not ac-

count for the number of unreported or unsolved cases. Students are usually caught while
trying to sell a stolen book.
"Usually we handle maybe
one or two (book theft) cases a
semester," said Gleaton, who
was appointed attorney general
in February.
She said that in some cases,
students can be proven innocent of the charges, such as in
one case earlier this semester.
"One girl was found not guilty
because she tried to sell a book
she didn't know was stolen (by
someone else)," Gleaton said.
Gleaton said she is sure there
are more people stealing books
than have been caught or reported. She thinks students have
started stealing books because
"it'fr a quick way to make

money. I don t know if it's the
time of year or what," Gleaton
said, refeiring to the Christmas
season.
"It's a tempting idea to see
somebody else's textbook and
pick it up and go sell it," she
said. "But if we can make students realize that we can catch
them, maybe that will cut down
on the number of book thefts."
The Judicial Board has set a
standard penalty, according to
the number of books a student
is charged with stealing.
Of the three charged on
Dec. 7, a student charged with
stealing one book was fined
$25 and was warned of receiving a written reprimand if she
did not submit a written apolo(Continued on page 20)
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Fieldhouse layout
explained

News briefs
KME and Math Club to hold meeting
Kappa Mu Epsilon, honorary math society, and the Mathematics club will hold their first meeting second semester Thursday, January 22 at 7 pan. in the math lab. Dr. Ralph Wilkerson,
professor of mathematics, will be the speaker, said Kay Creamer,
advisor.
The meeting will be open to al! interested math and science
students.
Creamer said, "special thanks to all the people who helped
with the Math Tournament."

Counseling Center
Laura Brooks, chairman of the Sexual Relations Subcommittee, said Monday that additional student involvement is
needed in the Outreach Committee project.
According to Brooks, the Outreach Committee is composed
of five subcommittees and these subcommittees are made up of
students, faculty and staff workers. The purpose of these subcommittees is to get information to the students of Winthrop,
concerning their problems and where they can go for help.
Brooks said that two students are needed on the anxiety and
personal problems subcommittee and one is needed on the sexual
relationships subcommittee.
Brooks said that interested students should contact the Counseling Center at Ext. 2233 or call Bob Porterfield of the Baptist
Student Center at 327-1149.

Alpha Kappa Psi rush
Susu Jenkins, president of Alpha Kappa Psi fraternity, said
Friday that the open rush dates for the spring semester have been
set.
Jenkins said that qualified students are encouraged to rush the
fraternity Tuesday, January 27 from 8-10:30 and Wednesday,
January 28 from 6:30-9:30.
According to Jenkins, any Economics or Business major, who
is a second semester freshman with a 2.0 GPR, is eligible to join
the fraternity.

for the loading and sheading offices wiO be located on the
of equipment; a stosgs room opposite aid of the
for a stage and folding chairs Drennan said.
He explained that the next
"which would be used for any
The long proposed field
house is finally under way. productions that wiD be pet level, the tonoouae, is oe
According to Judson H. Dren- on"; and a recreation room. At ground level "which is
nan, assistant to the president, one end will bt located the ath(Continued on page 8)
who is also in charge of the letic coaches sod faculty
construction of the complex; offices; male and femaJe showthe first stage, the rough grad- ers and dressing rooms tor listing, should be completed this ing teams as well as Wlnlhxop's
week providing the weather co- teams; a fully equipped naming
room; a laundry room; a fife
operates.
While giving a tour of the review room; a press conference
construction site to the Presi- room; and a tunnel leasing out
dent's Liaison Committee, Dren- to the lake and playing fields at
nan explained the lay-out of the the college farm.
The Eagle Club room: the
field house. He said that the
entire complex has 159,000 Athletic Director and bcaness
gross square feet, "with the manager, and ILe
arena occupying 9,000 square
feet."
The field house will have
three levels, "the arena will be
on the first level, the concourse
will be next, which is actually
If you're down on your hick and run out of bucks,
on the ground level, and the
come by Bud Welch's and sell your gold: CLASS
lighting trough will be above
that," Drennan said. There is a
RINGS, WEDDING BANDS, NECKLACES,
total of 65 feet from the roof
EARRINGS
to the arena floor.
-. V: '
He said that aside from the
basketball court, the arena will
j&utS
Sporting Goods
include four handball courts,
a scoreboard at each end of the
BEATY SHOPPING CENTER
1 block from Winthrop
main court; a service entrance
By CAROL MORREL
TJ correspondent

$ CASH FOR GOLD $

SUPER SANTA

Pi Kappa Phi holds election
The Epsilon Eta chapter of Pi Kappa Phi fraternity held their
election of officers for the spring term last Monday night.
The officers elected were Jobh Lyon, archon; Randy Elliott,
vice-archon; Carl Jones, treasurer; Mark Lowdermilk, secretary; John King warden ; Jo£l Byars, historian and Eddie Aitom,

chaplain.

'

' t*

£ fVfml

In addition to the election of officers", the Pi Kapps also celebrated their national fraternity's 76th Founders Day last Sunday.
Among those attending the celebration, held at the American
Legion Building in Rock Hill, were area alumni of-Pi Kappa Phi.
Guest speakers for the event were Mr. Russ Palmer, Chapter
Advisor, and Mr. Jerry Brewer, Area IV governor of Pi Kappa
Phi.
Presented at the Founders Day celebration was the Annual
Advisors Award, which is given to a brother in the fraternity for
outstanding service to the chapter. This year's recipient was Billy
Russell.
Also, on Friday, December 5th, initiation of new members
was conducted. Those initiated into the fraternity were: Randy
Hoover, Mark Lowdermilk, John King, Ernie Gibson, and Marv
Pearson.

r%

ALL-WEATHER JACKETS with zipcyt lining
reg, 60.00

» NOW $49
FUKE-HHED JACKETS

A SPA conference held
The Winthrop Chapter of the American Association of Personnel Administration sponsored the 1980 ASPA Student Carolina's Conference, which is held annually for area colleges, on
November 21-23, said Pat Atkinson, president.
According to Atkinson, the three-day event was basically a
forum to provide interaction between the various student chapters and the areas professional personnel.
Atkinson said that President Charles B. Vail and Dr. Jerry H.
Padgett, Dean of Business, attended, along with Rock Hill personnel affiliates. Schools attending the conference were: Appalachian St., University of South Carolina, Clemson, College of
Charleston, and Newberry College.
The conference featured a wine and cheese party, a cookout,
and a luncheon at Thomson Cafeteria. The actual conference was
conducted on Saturday as seven speakers offered their insight
on personnel related topics from 9:004:30 in Room 204 Kinard.
Atkinson said thai the conference included 58 people, with
Winthrop being represented by 16 ASPA members.
twMUWK uiumm i* » u m

aaMMa tnMarat:
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'•l- 65.00

now $49.90
0PEM Mait-Fri tfl 7 p.».
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Give the gift of music.

Record Cellar
We're offering a select group of LP's,
eight tracks and cassettes listed below at

$1.00 OFF REGULAR PRICE JUST FOR
WINTHROP STUDENTS WITH WC I.D.
NO LIMIT ON

BUT sumss ARE LIMITED OK SOME ITEMS!
These are some of our most popular sellers
and make lasting gifts for Christmas giving!
THE BEACH BOYS
Endltss Summer

TED N U G E N T
Double Live Casftao

JACKSON BROWNE
The Pretender

R I C H A R D PRYOR
Is It Something I Said?

T E D D Y PENDERGRASS
TP

L I N D A RONSTADT
Retrospective

BR'JCE SPSiniGSlTEBU'
Bora To fiku®

JACKSON BROWNE
First A l b u m (Asylum 5051)

CAROLE K I N G
Tapestry

PINK F L O Y D
The Wall

K E N N Y ROGERS
10 Years of G o l d

W I L L I E WEISOSi!

PETER. PAUL & M A R Y
Ten Years Together

CHRISTOPHER CROSS
Christopher Cross

HONEYSUCKLE ROSE
Soundtrack A l b u m

K E N N Y ROGERS/DOTTIE WEST
Classics

MOE B A N D Y & J 0 £ STAMP
Just Good Die Sets

V A N HALEN
Van Halen II

LAWRENCE W E L K
,
The Best o f Lawrence Wei k (MCA 4044)

W I L L I E NELSON
Willie & Family Us

AEROSMITH
Toys Iri The A t t i c

KRIS KR1S7©FFEf?55S3i
. Songs o f I

(EDDIE R A B B I T T
The Best o f Eddie Rabbitt

PETE F O U N T A I N
The 8est o f Tc-te Fountain (MCA 4032)

ROSSINGTON-COLLINS BAND
Anytime-Anyplace-Anywhere

ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA
Greatest Hits

WORLD'S GREATEST
CWIH59Q3

JANIS JOPLIN
Greatest Hits

DONNA SUMMER
Walk Away (Greatest Hits 77-80)

HEART
Dog and Butterfly

BEE
Bee Gees 1 5 *

R O L L I N G STONES
It's Onl y Rock and Roll

BEE GEES
Greatest Hits

TIMES SQUARE
Soundtrack A l b u m

B I L L Y JOEL
Stranger

R O L L I N G SHSHieS
Let Si SiBBS

R I C H A R D PRYOR
Greatest Hits

DONNA SUMMER
The Wanderer

SUPERTRAMP
Paris

AEROBIC DANCING
On Gateway Records

SEALS A N D CROFTS
Greatest Hits

GEORGE THOROGOOD
More George Tborogood

L'» N Y R D S K Y N Y R D
G o l d and Platinum

B I L L Y JOEL
Glass Houses

CAROLE KING
Greatest Hits

HANK 9MJUMMR
24 Greatest Miat, WaNna

NANTUCKET
Nantucket

I

DOOBIE BROTHERS
Minute By Minute

JACKSON
Running O n

OFFER ENDS FRIDAY, DEC. 19
ROCK HILL MALL 366-6139
6SHM4M5MSV t " . W W *•%

M.UT*

-

10-10 MONDAY-SATURDAY
.•*«** +'6V> rv V. v AK*t a ^ a n a i

Vise/MasterClmrge Accepted
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Students determine
convocation's success
We have heard about thereceivingof Winthrop's Coat of Anns
with all the pride, recognition and respect that comes along with
it.
"Few institutions possess an internationally recognized Coat
of Arms," President Vail said in a letter to the students. "This
ceremony, therefore, marks a new form of recognition and
respect for the College."
And we know about the officials who will be present at the
special convocation today. Included are Governor Dick Riley and
John P. Brooke-Little, who will make the presentation.
The symbol will be, as Vail said, a "significant addition to the
tradition of our 94-year-old institution."
But what will make the convocation a true memorable event is
not the offici?ls, the Coat of Arms,"or the convocation alone.
Student attitude and participation, will determine how
memorable of an occasion this will be for the college. Student
unity and interest about what's going on will make the difference
in just how successful the event is.
We can sit back and say receiving a Coat of Arms is no big
deal. We can say it doesn't have anything to do with us. But
we'll only be diminishing the step of achievement that the Coat
of Arms represents for Winthrop.
And I don't know about you, but I wish the best of recognition for the school that I receive my diploma from. Our education here makes us a part of the school. So when Winthrop is
recognized, we are recognized.
I also think it's nice to have something "especially designed
and registered in Winthrop's name. It's a culmination of years of
work with the College of Arms," Vaii said.
The ceremony will be what we, as students, make it to be.
The Coat of Arms can mean a sheep skin to us or it can represent
Winthrop's past years of girls in uniforms, our present struggle
through classes and Friday night parties, as well as our future
field house.
. This is one chance to show the pride we have for Winthrop.
It's up to us.
Tim Hartis

Where is everyone going?
By RICK TOBIN
TJ contributing editor
Now that this
finally drawing to a close, I've
started to hear rumors from
certain individuals that they
plan to drop out of school and
begin that long, hard road of
working for a living. Before you
all decide that college is not
for you, think things over for a
minute.
You have the rest of your
lives to make money. . . and a
college education might mean
the difference between a
$7,000 or a $20,000 per year
job. Which one do you think
would benefit you and possibly
a family the most? From the
time that you graduate from
college until the time to retire
(which is usually 65 years old),
you will probably be working
a 5-day, 40-hour work week.
Why jump the gun and start to
work now when you can get your
education and have a good,
time while doing so?
A let of you are checking out
college for the first time this
semester, and no, it's not like
the good old days when you
went to high school. But remember, more than likely, you attended all of your years of education with dose friends. Winthrop; is a new environment

where a lot of faces are new to
you. Take some time. Get to
know some people.
Once
you have made some friends,
you'll probably feel right at
home.
Also think of the social
advantages. Even though Winthrop is considered by many to
be a suitcase college, there is
still plenty to do during the
week and on weekends. There
is always bcnswhere to go or a
certain person that you might
want to visit.
Now you're probably saying,
"Well, IH just transfer to
another college and things will
go better." Wrong again! A lot
of credits that you have already
obtained will not transfer to
other colleges; and remember
those few D's that you managed to snag at the end of a
lousy semester? They won't be
traveling with you either.. . It's
like taking one step forward and
three steps backward. You won't
get anywhere fast.
A lot of you think that college is getting too hard. I'm
struggling right along with the
rest of you. When I got here
three years ago, Winthrop was
like the 13th grade. It was all
play and hardly any work, and I
(Continued on page _7)

EDITORIALS

'The case of the broken heart?
to date other people
I sat there a minute and decided that I would get into this
T a w already answered the
conversation on her level.
"Um, Linda, I hate to be so lisat sue.. . . the ratio; besides,
"What's wrong?"
ifesft
staff Che other guys around
Linda didn't answer. I had tactful, but... um, YOU ere uae
just come in from my 11:00 of those three things. . . as a
class and she was still in bed. matter of fact, I think you have
better move the
Maybe she didn't hear me, "I qualities to consider yourself all
iarnamr cage so they won't get
three of them."
said, 'what's wrong?'"
She rolled over and stared at asiMterf when 'all those other
She glared at me. "Nothing,
breaking my door
the ceiling and solemnly said,
o.k.?"
I took my coat off and sat on "I know."
Ufteghone
rang.
the floor by her bed. "Are you
Now I was really confused.
I answered it. It was Jeff.
sick?"
"Linda, what did Jeff do?"
'Juafc m minute. Linda, it's
I could tell she was getting
She sat up. "Ashley, he told ASS."*
annoyed by the tone of her
me that he wanted to date other
3sr ayes got big and after a
voice as she answered.
people. I don't know WHY he few sscunds she said, 'Tell him
"No, Ashley, I'm not sick..
said people, he meant girls;-but fbEinsthex*,"
"Then what's wrong?"
still, I can't believe it. We've
"I said 'nothing'."
"Something's gotta be wrong. been dating four months. My
"SW* not here. . . uh, huh
It's Wednesday and you've only gosh, four- months. Janet, chtt
. .. Lindas he says he knows
been to two classes this week." is serious stuff. Fm not a teen"I wasn't keeping count; ager anymore and..."
"SUE him I dont want to
"Hang on, Linda, you jufi
thanks for doing it for me."
It 3® irim."
"O.k., o.k." I got up and turned 20 last Tuesday.*'
"iUta* Jeff, she doesn't want
She glared at me. I gue»
turned the stereo on. Some
that was the wrong thing to say.
slow love song was on.
1 leaked at Unds and said,
"You
don't
understand,"
she
Linda mustered up some
icesn't cars if you don't
energy to speak. "Could you said.
want sa talk to Um; he wants to
change the station?"
tfdk
to
you." I really did wish
"Huh?"
I guess I didn't. Jeff wasn't siac I had gone straight to
my
favorite
person.
"Could you change the sta"Linda, I dont know how to
tion? I don't like that song."
"What'd ya mean, you don't tell you this, but I think yon
can
do better than Jeff."
like that song . . . two weeks
Linda's t u n . She
Her reaction surprised me.
ago it was your favorite song.
Did you find out that the lead She shrugged her shoulders.
I've been sick
guess so. But HE told me that
vocalist was gay or something?"
oo, I wont be here toLinda got out of bed and HE wanted to date other peo. . . Now??. . . . . but
changed the station. By the way ple. I bet if the boy/giri ratio
. . . ha, ha,
she was acting she obviously around this place suddenly reo . k . ^ 45
versed, I'd be the one
got up on the wrong side of it.
She looked at me and said, him that I wanted to date other
Si* hung up the phone,
"Did you know that in this state •people'."
gtc su£ of bed, and grabbed a
alone there are 627 hearts broiairhrasR. "You know, 627
ken every five minutes."
"Well, do you want to?" iKa&s are broken every five
"You're kidding?"
"I haven't really thought
She walked back to her bed about it."
I said, "Fve heardand flopped down on her stom"What have you been think- Sim: acmewhere." (Boy, she's
ach. "Well, I just made that up, ing about for three days white •wen!))
but they seemed like accurate you've been playing invalid?"
Uhe aest time I come into
enough figures for me."
"Fve been thinking about tfite rccm and find her *sick', I
I thought to myself, 'Boy, how I'm not going to let him get wat't hesitate to suggest she
she's weird. . .' and I thought the best of me, and how I'm mvt fhe an application to The
about just sneaking out of the going to ignore him and I've Qiarieil I heard that the ratio
room to go to lunch, but my been thinking about what made sfoag'ftag.pretts good.
curiosity got the best of me.
"Have you talked to Jeff
today?"
She put her face in the
pillow. All I heard was,
"Murmph
preeph
womph MUGGING? YOU I N & U U *flE! Iftoi A f&EEocM FIG^TER
Iff..."
RACING FUND§ FOR TtE
cr AVENGING
I jerked the pillow from unTHE MURDER OF THE
EWLED PRESIDENT
der her. "What is going on?"
OF MY NATIVE KVHA1N.
WRg BUTCHERED BY
"No, I haven't talked to Jeff
TriE INFIDEL CROUTON !UB©OT,<ON FRONT ON
since Sunday afternoon."
"Why not?"
THE ORDERS OF m
Of THE
"Well, it's not because I have
RUBELLA RESISTANCE i L O & i t e : . N O B O D Y
laryngitis, and it's not because
DOES MUGGINSS -ANYMORE!
there's been a tidal wave, and it's
not because he got hit by an
18-wheeler."
"Though you wish he would
have."
"Right."
I think I liked her better
with her face in the pillow.
She continued, "You know
what's wrong with this place?"
I wasn't sure whether she was
talking about the room, the
school, or the city, but whatever
it was, I was sure I was about to
find out what was wrong with it.
" . . . this place has too many
females, girls, and women."
I nodded. By the way she
§TDN -e°
was rolling, I was scared to
R0CKV K T " .
CPS
disagree.
" . . . and because there's
so many of those three tilings, I
don't have a chance."
By ASHLEY LIVINGSTON
TJ contributing editor
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Promoting adult education
By RON CHEPESIUK
and LOUISE PETTUS
Special to TJ
Wil Lou Gray's life has been
one of dedication and unselfishness to others. Her pioneering
efforts in promoting adult education has inspired and affected
thousands of South Carolinians.
Born in Laurens on Aug. 23,
1883, she was described as "an
enchanting child, plump as
cupid, with very fair skin and
red-gold curls."
From a very young age, Wil
Lou had a strong desire to help
people. She dreamed of becoming a missionary and saving
souls for the Christian religion.
In 1903 Miss Gray graduated
from Columbia College and
began teaching at Jones School
near Greenwood. She earned
$35 a month to teach children
in a small one-room house that
lacked books and other educational materials.
She attended Vanderbilt University in 1905, returning the
next year to teach again in
South Carolina.
Wil Lou Gray then tried college teaching at Martha Washington College in Virginia. But
the experience was disappointing, and she returned to school,
studying at Columbia University
from which she received a master's degree in political science.
Miss Gray ir ,med once
more to South irolina to become the first supervisor of
rural schools in Laurens County. She had to travel by horse
and buggy to take care of the 71

schools for which she was responsible.
Illiteracy was a problem in
South Carolina; more than 20
percent of the spate's population was classified as illiterate.
To help alleviate the prrfblem,
Wil Lou Gray ..Organized "bhe
first night schools in tne state
in 1915.
" "
""Just before the"etfd of World
War I, she was appointed field
worker for the Jirst active Hliteracy Commission in South
Carolina.

Throughout the 1920's the
adult education program grew
rapidly. By 1930, 55,000 were
enrolled, with about two-thirds
of that total black.
Wil Lou Gray was determined to find a permanent
place for her school. Armed
with statistics showing the problem of illiteracy in South Carolina and possessing a strong will
and determined spirit, she obtained a site in West Columbia,
During the period of her
directorship of the South Carolina Opportunity School from
She attacked illiteracy from 1946 to 1957, over 10,000
all directions. She wrote text- students were enrolled.
books to use in her adult education classes. She organized night
When Wil Lou Gray retired
classes and "Write-Your-Own- in 1957, she received an offiName" campaigns. She tried to cial commendation from the
help prison inmates and immi- State General Assembly for her
grants.
service to South Carolina. She
South • Carolina's neglected wai also presented with a deed
black population was a special to the property of the Opporconcern for her. By 1920, tunity School, which was then
5,000 blacks out of a total worth over $2 million.
number of 11,000 students were
Throughout her long life,
involved in the adult education Mis5 Gray has always been an
program in South Carolina.
advocate of social causes. Over
she took
Miss Gray was next appoint- 6 0 y e a r s
P art i n
ed state supervisor of adult the women's suffrage movement,
schools for the newly-created while, today, she supports the
Department of Adult Educa- Equal Rights Amendment,
tion. She then began organizjng the Opportunity School.
Recently, Miss Gray has been
it started as an adult edu- involved in promoting the rights
cation school at the Daughters of the elderly, having served as
of American Revolution (DAR) s t a t e director of Senior Citizens
camp at Tamassee in Oconee of America.
County. Soon, the school out- . Still active in her 97th year,
grew its facilities, and it was Wil Lou Gray's place in the hisforced to relocate at various tory books as one of the 20th
sites. In 1930 it settled at Clem- century South Carolina's most
son.
distinguished citizens Is secure.

Letters to the Editor
Training sufficient
Dear Editor:
Mr. Rick Tobin, in his article
"Win, lose, or draw" in the Nov.
24 issue of TJ, suggested that a
"mandatory short course o i the
rules and regulations of each individual intramural sport before
the season starts, be supplied by
the Intramural department for
the referees." This has been an
established practice and policy
of the department since the fall
of 1975, and Mr. Tobin was
personally informed of this
prior to the publication of the
article. A statement of this policy is printed in the Intramural
Handbook which is published
annually by the department and
notification of the dates, times,
and places of these clinics is
posted on bulletin boards across
campus and sent to TJ for publication. A minimum of three
days is spent in these clinics
and when two tetms can be
brought together, a scrimmage
is arranged in order to provide
officials with game-like experience.
In addition to this, a preseason "jamboree" for all sports
is scheduled so that teams and
officials may have a game-like
experience before the season
starts. When game assignments

are made, rookie officials are
paired with veteran officials.
This is a more thorough training program than many intramural officials receive elsewhere
and intramural teams from Winthrop that compete off-campus
against other schools always
have commented about the
better quality of Winthrop officials in comparison to that of
other school's officials. Two former collegiate intramural directors currently employed on our
campus and transfer students
frequently comment on the
better quality of our officials in
comparison with other programs
with which they are familiar.
Apparently, out officials can
"stack up with anyone."
While the quality of our
officials is good, the-retention
rate is not high. Even the "good
money" alluded to by Mr. Tobin
($2.65/hr. in accordance with
work-study regulations) fails to
retain ihem, and given the current state of the economy the
term "good money" applied to
$2.65/hr. is a moot term. The
man reason officials don't stay
is, as they say,, "the money is
not worth the hassle from the
players." The payers never read
the rules, and some captains
don't attend the captain's meetings wherein the rules, particularly any changes, are covered.
The captains are responsible for
acquainting their players with
the rules and most of them do a

fine job. Many players erroneously watch high school, college, ana pio .games and believe
the rules are the same for flag
football. They are not the same.
Intramural
officials are
human and therefore subject to
human error just like intramural
players and contributing editors.
The purpose of the departmental protest procedure is to redress possible errors in interpretation and enforcement and
most intramural programs do
not have this policy. In the
situation described by Mr.
Tobin, a mistake was maue and
the 7-14's asked for redress. As
Intramural Director, I ruled in
their favor because of the rule.
Because Intramural Directors are
also subject to human error, our
program allows for decisions of
the Director to be appealed to
the Intramural Board (a procedure that is totally unique to our
program) and the Turbots
appealed w> the Board. The
Board sustained the 7-14's.
It has been our experience
in the Intramural Sports Department that those who complain the most about officiating
know the least about the rules.
It has also been our experience
that once chronic complainers
officiate, they seldom complain
again as their respect and appreciation for intramural officials

(ContfiiuedHA^

wants to k n o w . . . .

What do
Christmas?

you

want

for

Photos and copy
by Dennis Dickerson

"First of all, I want to see the
hostages safe at home, and I'd
like to see a resolution to the
Italian earthquake crises. For my
self, Fd like an all-expense paid
trip around the world, with an
"A" on my final exams."
Julie Griffin
Freshman

"A million dollars and a man."
Nancy Hutto
Freshman

"Health? happiness, a truck load
of money."
Polly Childers
Switchboard Operator

"A trip to Europe . . . if Vance
can come with me." !
Cindy Dawson
Freshman

"I want a Merctdes-preferably
gray, and all 1the gas 111 ever
need to drive it.
Gayle Young
Sophomore
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Letters to the Editor
Training
(Continued from page 5)
drastically increases. We invite
Mr. Tobin and any other interested player or spectator to become a part of the officials roster. The department needs officials at all times and would
appreciate further expansion.
We constantly strive to improve our program by seeking
input from Wlnthrop students
and
intramural
colleagues
around the country, and we welcome any further suggestions to
make things "more efficient."
However, I would suggest that
oi.i check with us and see if we
aren't already engaged in the
suggested practice. I hope and
believe that Mr. Tobin, and any
other interested party, will not
hesitate to offer us suggestions
in the future.
Intramural officiating is a
thankless and hectic endeavor
that is always underpaid and
never fully appreciated. Given
the inherent situation it is a
wonder anyone bothers to try it.
Imagine where a program would
be without it? It is my belief
that the officials at Winthrop
are as good as anyone's and
better than most, and those of
us in the department appreciate and thank them for a job
well done.
I would also like to thank
TJ for the better coverage of
intramural sports this year.
Gayle Young and Lynn Reikert
have been doing an exceptional
job and we appreciate it very
much. The 2000+ students who
participate in the piogram probably thank TJ also.
Sincerely,
Evans Brown,
Director of Intramural Sports

Cafeteria defended
Dear Editor,
This letter is a rebuttal to
the editorial written by Rick
Tobin in the December 8th issue
of The Johnsonian concerning Thomson Cafeteria. It
would seem from the article
that Mr. Tobin had limited
exposure to cafeterias at other
colleges. The food here at
Winthrop is superior by far to
any I've eaten at other college
cafeterias (Western Carolina,
Clemson, and N.C. State). The
"worst" meal I've had here at
Winthrop would have ranked
as one of the best meals I
would ever have had as an
undergraduate at Western. In
fact, the food at Western was
so bad that when I once
offered a dog some roast beef
from the cafeteria, the dog refused to eat it.
The reason I would guess
for Mr. Tohin's editonJ is
that he was fast approaching
deadline pnd needed a subject
to write on. The cafeteria was
a quick and easy topic for him
to bitch about. Mr. Tobin
should realize just how good a
job the Epicure staff-dees. I'm
sure his mother doesn't prepare

Tammy Finley has been an
gourmet meals at home all the
time. Mr. Tobin, in the future, outstanding student and also a
would do well not to be the good friend to many here at
"dog that bites the hand that Winthrop. Currently, I serve as
feeds him." Thanks again to all a member of Senior Order, the
15 most influential members of
the people at Thomson.
the Senior Class, and Tammy
also shares that honor which
Rick Elliott
she very well deserves. Not only
P.S. By the way, the food can't has she served on this organizabe that bad. Dr. Dale does eat tion, but she has also served on
many other campus organizathere.
tions.
Dear Editor,
I could not believe it when I
read that "pitiful" story about
the "pitiful" person who thinks
he should be served his meals
ultimately suited to his tastes.
I am one who really believes
that there is a lot of thought
and effort that goes behind
cooking those 21 meals a week
for all us "complaining, unsatisfied, spoiled students!" The
average meal consists of a choice
between three appetizers, four
desserts, three entrees, and three
vegetables and bread. Not to
mention the salad bar and the
ice cream stand which is open all
day-and is unique to our cafeteria. (Do you think you could
walk into Carolina's cafeteria at
any time and get a free ice
cream?)
Those cafeteria people try so
hard to please the students, I'm
sure that at no other college will
you find the advantages that we
have in our diner. Fred and his
staff go all out preparing those
•specials'. They spend days planning, making decorations, providing entertainment, and hiring
extra help to help things go
more smoothly. I think this
creates an atmosphere that is
warm and personable, also
unique to, ,pur > school. I don't
think students, have any idea of
the hard work that goes into a
project like that.
I advise people like Rick
Tobin (or people who are in
doubt) to go back in the kitchen
sometime and watch those
people work, see them plan a
special and just ask a few (like
Fred or Ruby) how many hours
a day they work. Not only do
they provide abundantly for us,
but they serve food ai special
functions around campus continuously!
Now, I think all students
need to admit that the cafeteria
persons and their efforts are
superb! It is sad to think that in
a world where there are millions
of unfortunate and starving peo
pie, that these students who
are handed all the food they
could possibly want could dare
complain about the way it
tastes! What needs to be improved here are the subjects that
are chosen to be written about.
MGB

Students praised
Dear Editor,
As this semester comes to an
end this week, I would like to
praise one of the members of
the SeohKiAtft ^ f t t j v i l l be
graduating, early, this December.

and on his entire time at Winthrop in such capacities as
Thomson Senator, Senator-atLarge, and Senate Parliamentarian. Now he is President pro
tempore to the Senate and
chairman of the Rules & Regulations Committee.
During his sophomore and
junior yeas, Johnson illustrated his skills as an excellent
writer when he was a member of
the writing staff of Th" Johnsonian. He was assistant f'sture
editor and co-news editor his
sophomore year and feature editor his junior year. According
to Johnson, "I would have remained on the staff of The
Johnsonian, but I was called
a radical on several occasions
by the higher staff members
and editors because I wanted

Many of you may have
known Tammy as that little
cute red-head cheerleader, where
she was co-captain of last year's
squad. But since my freshman
year, I have known her to be
one of the many outstanding
students at Winthrop College.
As Tammy plans to leave
Winthrop this December, it THE JOHNSONIAN to be writseems to go without saying that ten on a higher level of journashe will leave behind many lism with much better articles
pleasant times to her fellow than are currently written. Now
classmates who will graduate in it is just a tacky newspaper."
Otter accomplishments and
May.
On behalf of the 1980-1981 honors Johnson has acquired
Senior Order, we wish you, during his stay at Winthrop
Tammy Finley, much success. have included student representative to the President liaiTake care!
son Committee, Secretary of
the International Students' Club,
Donnie Campbell
President of the Political Science
Activities Chairman of
Club and a member of the StuSenior Order
dent Advisory Committee. Johnson had the honor of being the
Dear Editor,
first black male to be inducted
into Senior Order and the first
All too often, but as a part of black male RJL, but perhaps his
human nature, people tend to most prized honor came when
forget the good of a person does he was inducted into Phi Alpha
if he or she suffers a temporary Theta, a history honors fraterdownfall. Thus was the ease of nity.
the students of Winthrop and
The charges brought against
Mr. Ralph Johnson.
Johnson have yet to be proven
Johnson, a senior political in court, so students are asked to
science and history major with a keep an open mind until the
minor in international studies, facts are known, not only in
was recently arrested by the this situation but all throughout
Rock Hill Police Department for life.
small time possession of marijuana with intent to distribute.
Wilfred G. Rogers
The news of his arrest was
quickly spread around campus
by students who thought they
Plea for help
knew the real story. "I'd like
to ask the students not to be so
quick to judge one's guilt just Dear Editor:
because they hear a lot of
I am deeply hurt and disrumors," said Johnson, "but
wait until you hear the truth, appointed with Winthrop Colthen decide." When Johnson lege for the first time in my
assured me of his innocence as life. I have always loved this
far as his civil rights were con- school, and especially the
cerned, it was then time to look people here, but my faith is
back on some of liis accomplish- slowly being swayed.
A few weeks ago, I was inments since coming to Winformed that part-time employthrop.
Johnson has been active in ees of WC would receive a raise
the Winthrop College Model in pay, starting January. HowU.N. since his arrival at Win- ever, I later learned this raise
throp 4lA years ago and has al- does not apply to just anyoneways held an office or served as only those on the work-study
a committee chairman in the program. I do not receive any
U.N. He was Under Secretary of type of financial aid, but that
Recruitment and Training for does not mean I am rolling in
General Assembly Affairs during the green, because I'm not!
his sophomore year, and was My parents have money, but
chairman of the Social Humani- that should not
me as
tarian and Political Security being loaded, also. Every excommittees before that. He was pense I have, I pay for with my
a four time delegate to the money I »am working. Why
Princeton Model U.N. where he then, should I and other nonwas awarded first place honors financial aid receiving students,
for debating. He served as vice- be DISCRIMINATED AGAINST
president to the General Assem- because our parents are comfortbly and is now president of the ablefinancially?This is surely an
Winthrop College Model U.N. injustice of the college, and the
General Assembly.
state, for that matter, and
should not be overlooked. In my

Johnsonian) I helped train
student assistants, and I have
often acted in the absence of
the head and the assistant
of the department. I began
working there this summer at
below minimum wage pay,
which I didn't mind and still
wouldn't if everyone received
the same pay. I've been there
longer, trained students, and I
work longer hours for less pay.
Something is definitely rotten in
the state of South Carolina!!
I'm making a plea to the
govern mentally oriented students to help me with my
quest for justice. I'd appreciate addresses of congressmen,
senators, or whoever it takes to
have some type of positive action taken. Also, if myone
would like to write a letter
along with me to whomever
(I really need some help, political science majors) I'd be
extremely grateful. It's not just
the money-it's the unfairness of
the situation.
Anyway, I thought discrimination of anyone was against
the law!! Carowinds cannot get
away with it anymore, why
should Winthrop College???
Thank you.
Debbie Wells
P.S. Address help to P.O. Box
5811.

Be happy
To Whom This Letter Concerns:
It's too bad that so many of
you are so unhappy. Because of
your unhappiness, you have to
inflict unhappiness on others. I
don't understand the pettiness
involved in your unusual antics
either, but it gets old and after
a while it doesn't seem to get
anywhere.
I think of myself as a very
happy person. I don't care about
the affairs of others, and I keep
my nose in my own business
and I care only of those I love
and trust. Why don't you
heed this advice that I give you
and make this college a more
happier place.
College is supposed to be a
learning experience; not just
books. Learning comes from
everyday experiences and the
situations we face as well. Let's
not make college an unhappy
point in our lives. We are college students at the ages of 19
through 25; we are adults at
the prime of our lives. This is
the point in our lives when we
are supposed to learn, enjoy
and be happy with everything
around us. Let's make Winthrop a happy place to grow
and learn snd not make those
happy ones, like myself, unhappy.
Sincerely,
Kathy Osterholt

Correction
Last week's TJ incorrectly
named John Lyon as president
of PI KAPPA ALPHA. John is
the president of PI KAPPA
pffjr »:if namo, v io WIHQOBJ
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Lynch letter triggers student response
Dear Editor,
In a letter to the editor
written by Tim Lynch, printed
in THE JOHNSONIAN on December 8, 1980, the author
stated that more women attending college than men is nqt
acceptable in a society that in v
tends to improve life, fen'*,
that what education is all;
about? Education improves life,
for all mankind. Many students, including women, are
attending college with the intent of improving not only their
lives, but the lives of others.
Since when do women have to
attend college to learn domestic
chores? These skills are acquired
from maternal education beginning from day one of her life.
She learns common domestic
chores by living in a home and
doing these things every day.
The maternal instinct is inborn,
and not taught in any college
class.
Now, speaking directly to
you, Hm, you have Ignored the
fact that men also excel in
nursing, design and art. I'll
give you an A for degrading
your own sex! Yes, men are
intelligent, talented and creative creatures also.
You refer to the female as
over-educated. Well, if you have
a drop of American blood in
you, you will know that bettering oneself is the American
dream. We live in one of the few
countries
where
personal
advancement is possible. Nearly
all of us are proud of this tradition and are proud that every
one of us has a chance to become a better person. We are
Americans and want to be the
finest and most-educated, and
we are striving for the betterment of all mankind. This can
only be done through educating
as many people as possible.
There are many college students of both sexes who are
here simply for the fun of it.
They have no desire for learning
or
self-improvement. They
barely pass, but that satisfies
them. What we really need is to
push these students to change
their attitude. Wouldn't it be
wonderful if every student on
this campus attended class with
the intention of learning everything that he possibly could?
Yes, many male, as well as female, students are simply existing, with no drive for betterment.
Most people of our generation are open-minded and accept
the fact that gender has nothing
to do with intelligence. The
common practice in the American home where both the husband and wife have careers, is to
share domestic chores. Many
men are willing to compromise
end accept this modern idea.
After all, compromise is what
the United States is based on.
Some of the ideals of women
differ greatly from those of men.
But, by combining these ideals,
a new outlook on life can be
created. Let's be democratic and
work together for the improvement of not only you and me,
but for ourselves. Let's acknow.
ledge the equal end growing intelligence of women and mgft

Together, if we work ambitiously, our nation will improve. Our
generation can change the situation, so why not begin now?
We, the young Americans,
through cooperation, can set a.n
example for.! the entire wo^S't'o
Tammi Comer"
Dear Editor:
This is a rebuttal to a Mr.
Tim Lynch's letter of December
8, in which he stated why he
believes there is a decay of
family life in the U.S. Mr.
Lynch said, and I quote, "Basically college and universities are
ruining the American family."
This is an extreme oversimplification for the cause of decay in
American family life, which is
within itself debatable. There
have always been homes with
rotten family lives, and the
reason for these situations is
probably due to many factors.
It is undeniable that today's
American family is different
from those of the past-we are
better clothed, housed and fed,
on the whole, than ever before.
Mr. Lynch did not explain exactly what he meant by the decay of families, but he did place
all of the blame on colleges "for
not effectively teaching women
the necessary requirements vital
to the support of marriage." Is it
all the woman's responsibility to
hold a family together? Is a family going to fall apart if a woman
does not learn "the necessary
requirements vital to the support
of marriage?" What happened
before women went to college
and learned home economics?
Did families of the past fall
apart because women were not
learning such in colleges?
What are these "necessary re
quirernents,"
anyway? Mr.
Lynch thinks they are such
things as learning courses that
"emphasize the domestic chores
of yesteryear." (By the way,
this is 1980). He listed such
duties as "lessons in checkbook
accounting, how to press a pair
of pants, daily soap opera scheduling, and how to cook an
English muffin." Now, now Mr.
Lynch! Do you really believe
that such knowledge holds a
family together? Personally, I
believe that love is the binding
force of a marriage.
Lynch's interpretation of history also misses the mark. He
makes it seem as though women
have gone to college for years
to receive only domestic training. He says that women were
satisfied with this until they began to demand careers of their
own. He says that institutions
failed to solve this "problem"
when the female was granted
the opportunity to strive for a
liberal arts degree. He summed
it up beautifully with, "Give
them an inch, and they take a
mile!" To begn with, a lot of
women of the . past resented
their limited career choices and
fought against social restrictions
to fulfill themselves. In early
America ther= were women
blacksmiths, newspaper runners,

believe this, come to Honors
History 211, Room 305 Kinard,
on MWF at 10 a.m. and ask Dr.
Arnold Shankman. He can tell
you that women have not always been satisfied with their
lot, and there were many women
who fought against being restricted just because of their
sex-Lucrecia Mott, Elizabeth
Cady Stanton, Angela Grimke;
the list could go on. You see, it
was not a case of being given an
inch; women have fought for
their inches, and rightly deserve
iheir miles, just as everyone deserves a chance.
I wonder if Mr. Lynch has
ever heard of, or believes in
"Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit
of Happiness." If he is familiar
with this, does he think it
applies only to men? Apparently
he does because he is against the
"female being given the opportunity for a liberal arts degree."
I think everyone should have the
chance to better and develop
ourselves In the way that we see
fit-this is what the land of
opportunity is about. Lynch
feels that women should be
forced into a certain mold.
When a woman is born, should it
automatically be decided for her
what she should do with her
life? This reminds me of a caste
system.
What if it so happens that a
brilliant woman-a woman whose
mind has the key to unlock the
mysteries of cancer or the
energy shortages-is not allowed
to develop her mind? I do not
understand why Mr. Lynch feels
that men should have education
and the job market open only to
themselves.
Imagine this, Mr. Lynch. How
would you like for someone to
force you into devoting your
life only to one cause. What
would you do if you did not;
like what was chosen for you?
Well, I am sorry you are a man,
and that means you have no decisions about what you want
your life to be like. Sounds
pretty ridiculous when the table
is turned, doesn't it?
In closing, I would like to
say that I think college broadens people's way of thinking. It
makes people more flexible in
their attitudes, and it makes
people more willing to give
others equal opportunities. In
tact, colleges generally enlighten
people-that
is,
in
most
Ms. Melody Kelley
Dear Editor,
There are a few males on
campus who believe that women
should not be out in the work
force and should stay at home
all day with the children. I
disagree! Do not get me wrong.
I AM totally against the Equal
Rights Amendment and believe
totally m the American family.
But this does not mean that I
think a woman should not go
to college and work. If she does
not work, how is she supposed
to support herself BEFORE she
gets married and AFTER her
husband dies or divorces her?

that both man and wife work to
support the standards of living
that, they both want and enjoy.
In most middle class families
both partners have to work to
support their family. Home Economics does not always allow
one to get a decent job. Have
you ever noticed that most
male businessmen have female
secretaries?
Women should be allowed Into college. Most women already
know "how to balance a check
book, how to iron a pair of
pants, and how to cook an
English muffin." If they did
not learn before entering college,
they had to leam while there in
order to survive! Plus, do not
forget that this was originally
an ALL FEMALE COLLEGE. If
the males cannot take it, then
let THEM get out!
If females were not needed
in the work force then give
proof that they did not give important contributions in history.
It was Eleanor Roosevelt who
practically ran the White House
before her husband's death. Also, men began the idea that it
was great to use such pesticides
as DDT to kill weeds and insects
until Rachel Carson (a woman)
wrote an article proving that it
was not. If not for these women
and more, our environment and
country would have been different from the way it is today.
The male work force is in no
danger of being threatened!
Most women are hired for male
jobs because they can do the
same job as well, if not better,
than the males who applied for
the job in the first place. A few
women may have been hired
because of the government
quota, but let me assure the
male chauvinistic pigs at Wintinop that mbst:'^draen a-e
hired because THEY can do the
job better. Just about any woman could have run this country
better than Jimmy Carter did!
Not all males are perfect.
Also, it was said that the elimination of female sports
should take place. It is the men
who think their girlfriends and/
or wives should look healthy
and have "great looking legs."
Most females who do not
participate in any kind of sports
whatsoever look very unhealthy
and usually have "broomsticks"
for legs or they are extremely
obese. Aiso, they have a hard
time when bearing children. In
the old days many women cJed
while giving birth because they
were not strong enough and
worked inside of the home as
housewives before getting pregnant! I happen to like sports
activities, being small, and healthy.
If the writer of the editorial
really believes that women
should not go to college, work at
decent jobs, and participate at
sports activities, then I hope he
gets what he deserves in the
future, a mannerly wife who is
weak and cannot judge for herself. Enough said.
Signed,
- - Benjie Neal-female.ledmwod aid!

Dear Editor,
I am both shocked, and
amazed by the anti-male atmosphere created by Mr. Tim
Lynch, who happens to be a
friend of mine. It is his Constitutional right to state his opinion. Regardless of what I or anyone else thinks, I do not agree
with him on everything, but I
wish to expound from the Word
of God. I Cor. 11: 7-10. Quote
from Kings James 1611 Bible.
"For a man indeed ought not to
cover his head, forasmuch as he
is the image of God (Christ):
but the woman is the glory and
image of man. Neither was the
man created for the woman;
but the woman for the man.
For this cause ought the woman
to have power on her head because of the angels." If you shall
think back God made man first
because of His need for worship
freely, (Angels do not have free
choice as man does and God
does.) But He saw that man
was lonely so he created woman
to be a crown for his head. I
see no reason in Scripture for
the terms chauvinist, or sexist.
These are not my words, though
they come from my heart. They
are from the Word (which is of
course the final Authority on all
matters). If you say my words
I are hogwash, then you call the
undisputed, Holy, sacred Word
of God which has survived every
attempt at its destruction and
jontinues to inspire all those
who rare Christ's sheep. From
this scripture then, the woman's
place, if married, is beside and
with her husband. If not
married, she is free to do as any
man would, including the
preaching of the Gospel. There
is a woman in the Scripture
who preached during Paul's lifetime. I believe her name was
Tabitha. Of courae there is also
Queen Esther who was a female
ruler in Old Testament times. I
hope this shall calm the tide as
we approach the celebration of
the Messiah.
Sincerely in Christ,
Douglas Anthony Pate

Where is
everyone going?
(Continued from page 4)
still managed to come out with a
C average. Not any more. In my
opinion, Winthrop has tamed itself into sc tough, academically
oriented school. It may be the
pits right now, but when you
step out onto that road of life
after graduation, you'll be a lot
less likely to get run over.
So, if you are thinking about
dropping out of college after
this semester, weigh all of the
facts and then reconsider. You
might find that this place isn't
so bftdaftfifcalli-ii.'j HJ srtj oo{
£*aqsiq v'naeob isdlom aid swa
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Re-awakening
By Michael Arkuah
(CPS)—Long before most
Americans have sorted out the
meanings of Ronald Reagan's
landslide victory, some student
leaders and activists are pre-

Fieldhouse layout
(Continued from page 2)
the main entrance to the building will be." It will include a
handicap entrance, two areas
where tickets will be sold, and
three concession stands located
at various places around the
complex. A nurse's station will
be located at one end of the
concourse.
"Located above the concourse level will be the lighting
trough which will be the size of
the basketball court." Drennan
said, "It will be in the shape of
an H with catwalks located
above the foul lines."
He explained that the
purpose of the lighting trough
will be to replace the lights as
they need it. "We will have a
very elaborate lighting system,
and it would be very expensive
to have to bring them (the
lights) down by cable to change
them." The lighting system will
have Gve separate channels.
There will be an individual
switch foe each of the intercollegiate and intramural activities; and separate ones for the
clean-up crew, the recreation
room, and the general night
lights. Control rooms will be
located on either side of the
troi'gh. In addition, the complex
will have an elaborate sound
system which will, include 59
speakers and four amplifiersone for the arena, the concourse,
the dressing rooms, and the
ofQces.
ft is estimated that the field
house will hold approximately
6,100 people with the first six
rows of seats, which will be
located on the arena level,
being telescopic. That is, they
will be able to be brought out
for intercollegiate sports and
dosed to give room for additional courts for intramural sports,
Drennan said.
There will be two main parking lots; one will be on the east
side which will have 483 spaces
and an additional 21 spaces for
th_ handicapped; the other will
be located on the west side and
will have 504 spaces available.
Drennan slated that the field
house requires a 10,770,000
dollar budget," and on January
6, 1981-with 19 individual contractors on the job, this will be
one of the largest multi-contract
projects in the state of South
Carolina." He explained that by
using a multi-contract approach
as opposed to a general contract where one contractor handles the entire project, an estimated $300-500,000 will be
saved, "and we can also main. tain better quality control."
Drennan said that because the
field house will be a multipurpose one, and the facilities
there will be for the students'

dieting the next four years will
include a re-awakening of the era
of campus protest.
"I'm optimistic about students and their ability to change
the world," says Janis Fine,
vice president of the Student
Association of State Universities
in New York. "The Reagan victory may be the unifying factor
which makes students become
active again."
Fine notes that at a recent
association meeting "people
were scared out of their wits at
the results of the election."
She thinks the fear will reveal a
"need to get together."
Indeed, a variety of activists
contacted by College Press Service expressed rising expectations that there will be more
campus protest in the immediate future. As proof, they
point to stirrings of half-

NEWS

of campm protest
articulated resentment of the reemergence of a figure who
evoked so much student wrath
i,i the late sixties.
At
the
University
of
California-Berkeley, just moments after Reagan was declared
the winner, about 3000 students
staged a sit-in. Speakers exhorted students to "make sure Reagan can do as little as possible to
hinder human rights." Fifty-two
protesters were arrested.
At
the
University
of

student government, says the
Wiscc&Biri-S levee SUSP* s
school not atBtmr sio&fletMg: •alfer wase- "the Qrst time we've
IIII miiiililnililllilii . p u t ' i" triii i tlirr isd ^-w'kiad of student protest
tion news -with atfHBSfeBP i#9fast- anything on this camchants. S£Kbin -omim- MB pm&''
use what students were pronumber swafed ;itoJBMBES®
Greg L u d k e , O . 1 . M K -swajafc- tmanap is- open to question. At
3*rit8fclPF, anti-Reagan slogans
Continued on page 11)
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Meal plan still under consideration
and lunch in the snack bar.

By DEBBIE WELLS
TJ news reporter
A meal plan designed specifically for the use of day students
in Dinkins Student Center is still'
in the drawing board stage.
The plan will cater to day
students, allowing them to purchase meal tickets on a monthly
basis in oider to eat breakfast

"This is out of convenience
for the students themselves,"
said Tommy Mattox earlier this
year. "A lot of day students
eat, study, and socialize in Dinkins, so it just makes sense to
give them the opportunity to
take advantage of the meal
plan."

Eagle

Homecoming

plans

announced

Campus organizations interested in participating in the
1981 Eagle Homecoming spirit
competition for cash prizes
should contact Melanie Fagan,
homecoming chairman at 3233302, or Patricia Matthews, Eaglette chairman at 323-3450.
"Any campus organization
can participate," said Melanie
Fagan, chairman of the Eaglettesponsored event. "You dont
have to be a chartered organization."
Fagan said that there will be
several phases of competition
including an Eagle Homecoming representative, poster contest, homecoming promotion,
and spirit links contest. "We
also want to get ideas from the
organizations," she said.
Tom Webb, director of
Dinkins, said that plans for the
"agle
Homecoming
dance
include the band SandCastle.
"They're an outstanding band
that everybody should enjoy,"
said Webb. The homecoming
dance is sponsored by DSU.
Eagle Homecoming weekend
is scheduled for Feb. 7, 1981.
The women's basketball team
will be competing in the Winthrop Invitational Tournament,
and the men's basketball team
will play Wofford at 7:00 Saturday evening. The dance will be
after the game in McBryde.

Mattox, who is
the Campus Review
said that until he talks wilfe
Fred Angerman, head of Epicure food service, these
be a step toward a meal
decision.
"I haven't been able to
with Fred, due to a coniS
our schedules," said
"We will get together
Christmas, however. The
problem is we must haw s

The spirit competition winner
will be announced at halftime of
the men's game. The winning
organization will have its name
engraved on a permanent trophy
to he displayed at the new fieldhouse. Last year's winner was
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority.

JUCH&L

"A Women's Health Agency"
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Coat of Arms received today
(PAO)—Winthiop
College,
with pomp and pageantry, will
receive its official Coat of Anns
in a ceremony at 3 pjn. today.
The entire college community
is expected to attend the 30minute ceremony in Byrnes
Auditorium when the regstsar
of London's College of Arms
makes the formal presentation
of the internationally-recognized

Cbat of Anns.
Arms researched, produced and
"The ceremony marks a new
John P. Brooke-Little, who is registered by the College of form of recognition and respect
the Nonoy and Ulster King of Arms that acts under the direc- for the college," Dr. Vail said.
"It's the culmination of years
Arms, will make the presenta- tion of the Queen of England.
Dr. Vail explained that the of work with the College of
tion that will be attended by
South Carolina Gov. Richard Coat of Arms will serve as the Arms that especially designed
symbol for the academic and ana registered this symbol in
Riley.
college-wi^e aspects of the col- Winthrop's name. I see the
Winthrop President Charles B. lege whereas the Winthrop Eagle symbol itself as a significant
Vail explained that few institu- symbolizes the college's athletic addition to the tradition of our
tions have an official Coat of and student activities.
94-year-old institution."
The Winthrop faculty and
honored guests will march in
academic regalia for the opening

Campus protest

procession. Gov. Riley will address the assembly. Faculty members, at their discretion, will
adjourn classes for the time of
the ceremony so that students
can participate. Many campus
offices will be dosed for an
hour so the college staff can
attend.
Color reproductions of the
Coat of Anns and inscription
will be displayed in the Byrnes
Auditorium lobby after the
ceremony for public inspection.

(Continued from page 8)
use as they see fit. Also, states efforts" if only because she exwill be encharged with paying pects "Reagan will put a clamp
evolved into anti-ROTC
Cor certain unspecified aid pro- on any kind of progressive legisAt Stevens Point, students grams Reagan plans to abolish lation:"
on the federal level.
Most leaders xateniewed
There are* other issues leaders
David Landau of the Amerithink harder issues-lite a new epect students to pursue. Barnrlitary draft-will be needed to bara Riser of the Students for a can Civil Liberties Union sees
•student
help on civil liberties
sustain these stirrings.
Non-Nudear Future predicts
"a big plus for us."
"Students wont hate to v a t students will have to "triple our
for a draft or anything Eke
that," Fine says. "Reagan wffi
P R E P A R E FOR
cut financial aid sad abortion
benefits. That alan? should be
enough to get students oat of
their sheife."
"If he (Reagan) starts messing
up with led to
Eduardo Wofle,
Opportunity to meke up missed
toi of the U.S.
lessons.
Voluminous home-study materials
tion, "the libera!
constantly updated b* researchtive students w3l bn brought toers e«pert In their field.
Opportunity to transfer to and
gether to fight it. Has Mts at
continue study at any ol oar
oyer 80 centers.
their very ability to continue to
go to school."
Kim Kacheknyer, director of
the United Coandl, a
O.T.HER COURSES AVAILABLE *
sin student association
GRE PSYCH • GRE BJO • MAT • PCAT • OCAT
"I am sure it would be *ety
easy to mobilize students trser
TOEFL • NMB • VQE • E6FMG • FLEX • NDB
this cause (financial aid) if anySPRING CLASSES NOW FORMING
one in Washington harass it.**
Call Days, fws S WetlwKls
A Reagan policy tfatment
(803) 256-0678
on education released during
the campaign promised the Rea2231 Devine St.
gan administration wiS re-*nake
Columbia, S.C. 29205
for Inioimalton About Other Centen
funds earmarked for specific
Outside H* State
financial aid
CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782J
"block grants,'

MCAT • LSAT »GM AT
SAT-DATGRE
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salad, and coffee or tea.
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10 AM til 10 PM J !
Rock Hill Mali on Cherry Rd.
Rock Hilt, S.C.
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THE
BARN,
TOO
NO COVER CHARGE

Santa is fed up with his elves and reindeer. "It costs a lot to buy labor these days with forty I
lazy elves running around here all day," Santa said in a TJ interview. (TJ photo by Page Copiey)

T J visits Santa Claus
By RUBY McILWAIN
TJ feature reporter
North Alaska! The paper read
North Alaska. Santa Claus was
-moving to North Alack£j,,W$st
was wrong with the ./.forth Pole.
Half of the children i$ the world
had already mailed their letters
to Santa there. By the time they
were re mailed to North Alaska,
Christmas would be over.
It was my job as feature reporter of TJ to get the s?oop on
this news, so I flew out to the
N.P. and took a two reindeer
sled on up to Saint Nick's place.
When I got there, I glanced in
a window, and I «ould hfive
sworn I saw Sanfe choking o'ne
of his little teeny-w^eny elves. I
bb'nked and looked again. No, he
was only smoothing the little
fellow's collar, fiut I'm sure I
saw . . . . oh well. During this
moment of reflecting, Santa had
walked over to the window and
was politely tapping on the cool,
crystal frosted glass.
He pointed a finger at me and
wiggled it back and forth. I
knew it was Santa because he
was the tallest thing around and
had such a big beer belly. I
looked behind me just to make
sure he was pointing at me and
not one of his naughty elves. He
was, and I moved to the door.

DOUGLAS
STUDIO
Christmas
Special
2 5x7 Black & White
portraits, 6 wallet sizes
All same pose $24.95
Call for appointment
327-2123
314 Oakland Ave.

"Hi Saint. . . I mean Mr.
Nick . . . ah, Mr. Claus," I said.
"I'm Ruby Mcllwain from TJ,
The Johnsonian, in Flock Hill...
1 mean Rock Hill, S. C."
"Merry Christmas!" Santa
bellowed and swept me in with a
hearty pat on the back. I very
sweetly tripped over the red rug
at the door and shook my head
to clear my thoughts. What was
wrong with me? Mr. Nick? I
had better get myself together.
I moved forward into the
room and was shocked to see
the total disorder in the place.
Elves and half-made toys were
everywhere.
. ."What can I do for you,"
Santa smiled.
"Well, Mr. Claus, there's a
rumor that you are moving to
North Alaska. I wanted to get
the real story from you." Santa motioned me to a chair.

"Ouch! You big okrahead.
Get off of me!" a voice sad. It
sounded like a chipmunk. 1
looked behind me. I had Sol on
an elf.
"I'm sorry," I said nervouriy
as Santa grabbed the elf by the
arm and shook him. "Didn't I
tell you not . . . ah, 111 talk to
you later," he finished, pushing
the elf towards a back room.
"Nov:, about your story,"
Santa smiled.
"Yes." I pulled out a pad and
pen.
"First let me talk to you
off the record. Promise nse yos
won't print any of this."
"I promise," I said,
up my right hand. I felt really
good. Santa Claus was going to
confide in me. Oh boy!
(Continued on page 13)

After every Winthrop
home basketball game,
The BARN, TOO will
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Two free kegs when
Winthrop wins!!
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Thursday, Dec. 18
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Ethel Craven, from fire escapes to Dean's assistant
By SUSAN JONES
TJ correspondent
From a little girl sliding down
fire escapes, to the assistant to
the Dean of Students, Eth«i
Craven has certainly corns a loug
way in the heritage oi Winthrop.
Her contributions to the collegeare many and even though she
has never been a full-time student at Winthrop, Ethel Craven
is one of the hast loved "alumni" Winthrop will ever have.
Ethel Craven, bom Ethel Marguerite Amick in Charleston, has
spent most of her life in Rock
Hill. She still remembers visiting the dorms of Winthrop only
to end up performing on top of
"steamer trunks" for the uniformed girls confined to their
rooms. However, Craven admits
that some of her fondest memories include sliding, down the
campus fire escapes illegally.
After graduating from Rock
Hill High, Ethel Amick attended
Kings' Business College in Charlotte, and upon receiving her
degree, returned to Rock Hill to
marry her childhood sweetheart,
Leon Craven. Also a graduate of
Rock Hill High, Leon attended
Westminster Choir College and
until his retirement this past
May. was choir director at
Neely's Creek ARP Church.
Her career began. at Winthrop in May of 1946, where
she worked for the extention
service as z stenographer bookkeeper. She remembers how "all
the girls were required to wear
uniforms which made the school
look so official."
In June of 1954 Craven began
16 years of service as secretary
to the Plant Engineer at Rock
Hill Printing and Finishing.
Then, in October 1970, Ethel
Craven made the move back
across the street to Winthrop, to
work as secretary for the School

of Home Economics. According
to Craven, this was the "groundwork" she needed to make her
qualified for the job of assistant
t 0 the Dean of Students:
v
JjJ, i g 7 8 j c r a v e n made the
J J v 8 to- Dinkins to work for
"jgan Cummings as Staff Assist a n t _ A t t h e present, she is Staff
assistant under Dean Jeff Mann,
^
Staff Assistant, her

Dean Mann also praises Craduties include secretarial work states, "Mrs. Craven is a den
as well as some administrative mothar of sorts for SGA, with- ven or the work she has done.
authority. Craven says that she out her talent in unwinding red "Ethel Craven is the greatest
enjoys working for the Dean tape, SGA would be buried in a friend students could ever have
because it gives her direct con- sea of paper work." This is the and without her there's no telltact with students. She also mutual feeling throughout the iing where the Dean's office
would be."
considers it a "real oppor- Student Government Office.
tunity" to work closely with
the
Student
Government
Association and other student
organizations.
SGA President, Bill Cauthen

Excel gift watches suggest
you spent much, much more

|
s

designer-style analog quartz.
Wanted, very-important square
shape. Black grained band. "Clear
roman numerals. Lcok-alikes for Him
Her
each 49.88
men's musical aiarm plays Dixie'. All
standard timekeeping plus delayedalarm
39.88

^
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Ethel Craven. (Photo by Bill Cauthen)

A visit with St. Nick
(Continued from page 12)
"I've got to talk to someone about this, and you seem
like a nice enough young lady."
I shook my head in agreement.
'Tm sick and tired of elves,"
Santa whispered leaning towaids me. "They are starting to
talk about minimum wages. If I
paid those balloonheads minimum wages, I'd go bankrupt."
"Bankrupt!" I frowned.
"Yes, bankrupt," Santa said,
waving a hand to silence me.
"Thai story about going to
North Alaska was only a publicity gimmick. I figured if
everyone read that, they sure
would he concerned."
"But why?"
"They would want to know
why, and I would reply that I
couldn't afford to live in the
North Pole anymore, you see."
J didn't see, but I shook my
head in agreement anyway.
"Then parents would order
more toys from me."
"But don't they order toys
from you now?" I said puzzled.
Maybe Santa had had too much
eggnog. 'Every yeas': you ^ t

around here all day. Even the
deer have started complaining
about these yearly runs. Everyone is just focusing on the gift
aspect of Christmas."
"Well, what else is there?"
I asked.
"I'm ashamed of you," Santa
said. "Christ was bom or.
thing."
Christmas
day."
"Oh I SG6."
"Yes, well I knew that." I
"Yeah," he frowned. "Mattel
and those guys are running me was embarrassed.
"If only people would focus
out of business."
"Well, how do you make a little more on that aspect, my
job would be a lot easier."
ends meet?" I asked.
"I see." Oh dear. My whole
"Not a word of this in that
vocabulary was becoming limitTJ paper of yours, you hear."
ed.
"Not a word," I said.
"If people would interact
"Well, I collect al! those
cookies and cakes the kids leave with people irstead of toys and
me, and I've started a little busi- machines, I" would feel a lot
better about Christmas."
ness on the side."
"I see. . . yes, you are defi"What?"
"I sell black and white label nitely right. So this North
cookies and cakes to stores like Alaska stuff is only publicity."
"Yes," Santa smiled. A bell
A&P. You know."
buzzed, and the elves rushed
I- was -shocked.
After
----- —
- . all
- out. "Lunch time," Santa said.
those years of being good just
As I left Saint Nick's place
to get a present from this clown,
'How could you do a thing like and arrived back at Winthrop, I
thought about what the old
that?
^ , ..
"It's not easy. It coste a lot to fellow had said. This year I
buy labor these days withforty don't care if he brings me a
' • thousands Uitf £ *
5 i T O " * -psaenkMAQt.
thousands of letters from kids
telling you what they want for
Christmas."
"That's right. That's just it,"
said Santa. 'The kids send the
letters but no money. Then
their parents go out and shop at
Lionel's toy warehouse or some-

Shop Monday thru Saturday
10 A M t i l 10 PM
Rock Hill Mall on Cherry Rd., Rock Hill
Charge it with Belk Charge, Master Charge, VISA or
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The Informer
It's not too late
This column is presented by the Outreach Committee which
is composed of faculty, staff ana students. These people are
working to identify student problems and-te disseminate information to help them solve those problems.
^
It's Not Too Late

"

You have just completed pre-registration for the Spring
Semester 1981. Haw you registered for courses which will meet
your degree requirements? It's not too late to confirm your
course selection through several sources of advisement. You may
drop and/or add courses between 9 a an. and 10 a.m. on Jan. 16.
What about academic advisement at Winthrop College? The
college catalog (pg. 47) states, "Each student is responsible for
meeting requirements for graduation as stated in the college
catalog. An adviser is available for counsel but the responsibility
remains with the student."
A student usually graduates using the requirements stated in
the catalog in effect at the time of his/her admission or subsequent year he or she is enrolled. If the student is absent from
the college for more than a year, the student will meet degree
requirements stated in the catalog in effect at the time of his or
her readmission or a subsequent catalog in force during his or her
enrollments.
Only at the end of the junior year does the institution require
a form of advisement. The Senior Degree Requirement Audit
serves as a review of curriculum requirements for rising seniors.
In this respect the catalog states, "A student planning to obtain
a degree from Winthrop College must consult with the dean of his
college or school prior to his senior year for the preparation of
the Senior Degree Requirement Audit.

she'll love the
golden gleam
of 14 Kt.
goldfilled
iewelrv
Of waler styles.
etch 7.50
16" chains in lightweight S\
rope. chadbeVy. cobra, line Boston link or heavy'S' styles *a 510

The Senior Audit is a statement of the work a student has remaining to meet the requirements for the degree he specifies. At
the time the Senior Audit is prepared, the student must designate the edition of the Winthrop Catalog he wishes to be used in
determining the degree requirements."
Even though advisement for undergraduates is not required
prior to registration each academic school offers an advisement
opportunity for students. Each school encourages students to
seek advisement.
Advisement is a personal decision. Publications, handouts,
faculty, staff and fellow students are sources for advisement on
curricuium requirements. The source each student selects is an
individual decision, and the final result of that decision will
affect the student's progress toward graduation.
How many times have you, as a student, entered the registration arena assured in your own mind that a course you were
registering for was right for you because of one of the following
reasons: (a) the course was offered at the right time; (b) my
roommate agreed that the course was right for me; (c) taking the
course meant you could avoid taking another, more difficult
course: or, (d) the course was selected by the expeditious toss
of a coin? All of these reasons have been used by students who
continue to register for courses without adequate advisement.
The end result of poor prepan_tion for registration and course
selection can be measured in time and money. If planning to
graduate within the usual time limit and at minimal cost, it makes
good sense to consult an academic advisf r and the college catalog
prior toregisteringfor courses.
For further information about Outreach or to submit a question to this column, contact the Counseling Center at 203 Crawford Health Center or call 2233, Monday-Friday from 8:30 a.m.5 p.m.

COLLEGE TEXACO's
PLAYER OF THE WEEK
— for week ending Dec. 10 —
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Special requests for Christmas
boots; James Parrit would Eke to
make a housing request to make
4th floor Richardson co-ed; Pee
Wee wants a cheeseburger,
On Tuesday, December 9,
Robin Stegall wants a certain
one of Santa's elves visited the
tho
h she
Chi Phi from Ga. Tech; KathWinthrop campus. Al "g
leen Gardner wants a sJri suit;
was disguised as a student, she
Jeanne Colones wants a one way
took special requests from a
trip to Chapel Hill; Scott Wtrittgroup of folks that she enley wants a certain person:
countered. Before she departed
Raymond Tucker needs dancing
for the North Pole, she went on
lessons; Fran Smith wants 5
to the library and xeroxed a
front teeth and 100 lbs. of
copy of the list to give to TJ
20 dollar tails; Julie Newton
to be published in the Christmas
hopes that Donnie Campbell
issue. Here's a portion of the
will graduate; Melanie LeCroy
list that may be checked twice
wants a string of peaiis and
Among
the
many
special
reby Santa to see who has been
Wilfred
Rodgers just wants
quests
are:
for
John
Cane,
a
naughty and nice.
A lot of students want cars harem of 40 blondes; for Tim EVERYTHING.
(look out, Officer Mullinax!) Bowen, LAURIE; for Tony
Kay Turner has a request
and most of the cars are sporty. Lane, an "OH YES!" from a
Kathy Wiebel wants a Jaguar girl in a pink satin nightie; for that Santa will probably be
able
to honor. She says, "If it
XKE, Dwayne Banks wants a Kelly Ardrey, a trip to Tahiti
metallic silver Versailles with a and a diamond ring; Geni goes, 111 take it." (Hie question
gold interior, Barbara Boyd Rudder wants a pair of cowboy is: If WHAT goes?)

By AMANDA FOSTER
TJ feature reporter

wants a Honda Civic and Anna
Perry wants a midnight blue
Porsche 914. Placing orders for
Mazda RX-7's were Barry
Hothersall and Donna Ellenburg: Kay Petty and David
Hawishire want Datsun 280
Zxs. William Lewis wants a
Grand Prix. There were many
requests for clothes, but ons in
particular will catch Santa's eye:
Donnie
Campbell
really,
REALLY wants lots of Izod's
and Topsiders.

Tommy Mattox wants a real
torse, Richard Smith wants
ah Imperial concert grand piano,
and Greg Dry wants a ring and
a diploma out of here. The entire Zoology 206-02 class wants
z passing average.
Sippie Y<?ung HI,, wants a
healthy family, and }%k Graham wants.|*n insurance .policy
for his Z-car, a battery-operated
blender, and a goat head.
Among the faculty requests:
Dr. John Olson wants world
peace, Dean Maim wants completed NSE applications, and Dr.
Bruce Nims wants a TV set for
Jus children.
Now that Santa has his list

from the Winthrop campus and
all the requests have been made,
we'll have to wait until
Christmas Day to see who has
been nice. If you've been
naughty, better luck next year.

HB'iLaaL cJ~foui.£
presents

A Touch Of Elegance"
TILLMAN PRINTS FOR SALEHarriet Bucy, a Rock Hill artist,
was commissioned by a Winthrop College student organization to sketch the Tillman Administration Building, and prints
of her work are now available
for purchase. Prints of the penand-ink drawing are being offered by Winhecon, a club for
consumer science students. The
prints, which are suitable for
framing, cost $7.75, which includes postage and handling, and
can be ordered l?Y writing Winhecon, School ,<~QA ConSjypef
Science, WinthrojjCqllege, Rock
Hill, S.C. 29733^;

A spring and summer preview of the latest looks in
wedding gowns, bridesmaids, mother of the bride,
flower girls, men's formal wear and silk flowers.

Friday, January 23
7 P.M.
Elk's Club Ballroom
344 East Main Street
The Bridal House

411 Oakland Ave.

Thursday, December 18

Ladies Lockup 7-9 pm
Thursday, Dec. 18 & Friday, Dec. 19

Bill Pinkney &
The Original
Drifters

FROM

Grant
Beverages
Pabst
Stroh's Stroh Light

Tuesday Nights Arc

Red, White & Blue
Okie English 800

Beach And Brew:
The Biggest Party
JiL..Tfas- Caroliccs...*.

Canadian Ace
.Pabst Extra Light

TownCentet MaA

327-4901
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Letters for Lennon
John Lennon is dead. Even
now the words shriek in numbing disbelief. That it could end
so quickly, so tragically, so. . .
so point'essly. It staggers my
faith in the justice and purpose
of the world that such a man, a
maker of such music, should
die a senseless death.
John Lennon's death is a personal loss. I can still vividly
remember that night in November, 1963. Ed Sullivan, arms
folded, introducing a rising new
band from Liverpool, England;
the volume turned high so we
could hear the music over the
tumultous screaming of hordes
of frenzied young fans; four
smiling lads dressed in black
suit and tie; and the music. "She
loves you yeah, yeah, yeah"
electrified my consciousness, igniting a musical fervor that
never died. For 17 years,
throughout the evolution of my
musical tastes, the Beatles
remain at the top. I know most
of their songs by heart, or at
least well enough to sing along.
Their music has given me countless hours of joy. Their philosophies helped stimulate the
direction of my own.
Theirs was more than a
musical revolution. The Beatles,
In their lyrics and their lifestyles, symbolized the times we
lived in. As young people In

Europe and America expert-

mented with drugs and Eastern
religions in a search for meanthe Beatles tried LSD,
meditated with the Maharishi,
and produced music like "Sgt.
Pepper." As America was embroiled in Vietnam,- and a generation was fighting the ideology
of their elders, the Beatles asked
for peace, and wrote songs like
"Revolution" and the memorable chant "Give Peace a
Chance." They were instrumental in building the philosophy
and musical tastes of a generation. The Beatles were the bigpest and best event the world of
rock music has ever seen.
Today, more than a decade
after their breakup, they still
receive morp airtime than-any
other group or performer.
John was the spokesman and
always a controversial figure. He
declared in the mid-60's that
the Beatles were more popular
than Jesus. When he married
Yoko, their honeymoon became a love-in staged to promote world p2ace. They paid
for signs in New York and
London, perhaps elsewhere, calling for peace. When the Beatles
broke up in 1969, he continued
to expand his philosophy, even
though his solo career enjoyed
only moderate success.
John envisioned the Brotherhood of Man, a humanist worldview in which cultural, geographic, and religious boundaries
blur into the union of a worldnation:
You may say I'm a dreamer.
But I'm not the only one.
I hope some day you'll join us.
And the world will live as one*
J
He took it a step further and
suggested a splritualunion.in
"Mind Games, whtch paralleled
his socio-political view.
P"*lng a come-

back. He recently completed his
first album in five years. The turmoil of the Beatles breakup, his
long legal battle to escape deportation because of a minor
marijuana bust in another country years before, the struggle to
find his own identity, had all
subsided. His head was again into, his music. A senseless assasin
ended the comeback forever.
But John Lennon lives on in
his music. His words, his
thoughts, his feelings, will always be there for us to love and
enjoy.
For a man who inspired
much love, both for his music
and for the world in which he
lived, I close with these words:
they make up the last lines of
the last song on the last album
ever recorded by the Beatles.
And in the end, the love you
take
Is equal to the love you make.*
*The first quotation comes from
"Imagine" by John Lennon.
The second comes from "The
End" by Lennon-McCartney.
Bob Ford
Well, it finally happened.
Some low rent piece of scum
destroyed a legacy thai took
years to build. It happened
last night, Dec. 8, 1980.. He did
it with four bullets to the
back. . . and the seemingly
eternal question of a Beatle
reunion has finally been
swered the hard way.
Yes, John Lennon is dead.
He was a musician of uncom
parable talent, the one-time
backbone of the Beatles, the
most remembered group in our
lifetime. He was a legend in his
own time who stepped out of
the limelight for a while only to
return to face the final curtain. . . It is senseless occur
rences like this that makes me
wonder what this world is com
ing to. The Christmas season is
coming again and the world is|
faced with senseless killing, hos
tages being held in a small oil
country, and a threat of world
war.
People, I've been brought up
to believe that a person should
try to live by the golden rule,
and that the Christmas season
was a time for peace and har.
mony. . . where is this sentiment?? The. American people
have seemed to turn their minds
away from the hostage situation. The government has been
saying that the crisis was going
to be resolved peacefully for the
past six months. Why hasn't it
been done? During the past few
months, I've started to view the
position of the families of these
hostages as my own What if
that were my brother in Iran
being held against his will? I
think I'd want him back in one
piece to share the holiday sea
son with me.
Also, biblical prophets have
prophesized the coming of
Armageddon, the end of civilization. They also gave us warn
^
Qne was the Soviet
of the
U n i c n > s mva!iion
a

(Continued on page ,9)

Softball fields to be constructed
By ROBIN SHEALY
TJ news reporter
Winthrop College is soon to
have a softball complex in their
possession, according to Dr.
Mary Littlejohn, vice-president
of Student Affairs.
The plans call for the utilization of a nine acre area next to
the tract of land on which the
fieldhoiise is to be constructed.
Four softball fields are to be
constructed. Three of the fields
will have back stops and wing
fencing, while the remaining
field will have complete fencing.
At least one field should be
completed for daylight use
during the spring semester.
The softball fields will alleviate the problem of a place for
games to be held. As it now
stands, the only area for play is
Sims Field or a makeshift field
in the lake area.
"This is an extremely important happening for Winthrop because of the fact that we simply
don't have adequate facilities for
intramurals or varsity play," said
littlejohn.
With over 27 million Americans involved in softball, the
No. 1 team participant sport,
it is no wonder thai Winthrop
had 71 intramural softball teams
in 1980.
"There was dearly a jump
from the number of intramurai
teams in 1976, a total of 15
teams and 206 participants, to
the 71 teams in 1980 with 878
participants," said Carol Tolen,
sports facilities manager.
In addition to providing a
playing field for intramural
softball, the area would possibly
be used for high school tournaments and state softball tournaments. The fields could also
provide facilities for the Rock
Hill City softball leagues.
"Winthrop has an advantage
as far as land for softball facilities goes, because very few
cities or park systems have space
for it," littlejohn said.

The idea of the softball
complex was initiated by Coach
Evans Brown and investigated by
Bill Culp, Physical Rant EM rector
and Carol Tolen.
"There are only three fields
in the Southeast that are similar
to the complex we are to construct. They are in Virginia;
Greenwood, South Carolina;and
Charlotte," said Tolen.
The original plans for the
complex call for restrooms and
a concessions stand. Funds are
limited at this time so the first
priority will be the construction of the fields.
"If we had the restroom and
concessions, we could charge for
tournament play and perhaps
get money for lighting," said
Littlejohn.
Thus far in the work of construction, surveying has been
completed, grading grids have
been set and proposals for the
actual grading have begun.

Eat all you like.

Emphasis has been stressed
on the fact that the softball
complex will represent a multipurpose facility. Physical education classes will now have a
place to conduct their own tournaments and equally stressed is
the idea of the facility being
used practically the whole year
around.
"The field will see about
nine months action. Foftball
is not just a summer sport.
Also in the summer, Winthrop
hoJds football camps in the
general area where the field is
being built, but the outer
(Continued on page 19)

Youll tike all you eat

Lunch $ 2 . 9 5 D i n n e r $ 3 . 7 5
Kids 8 & U n d e r , $ 1 . 7 5 3 & U n d e r . F r e e ,
Can you think o f a
better way to show
how smart yon are?
2550 Cherty Road, Rockhill, S.C.

r

College
Special
thru November
4 months

Instruction
Dal.y on:

$39.95

Body Building
General Conditioning
Firming & Toning
Reproportion &
Maintenance Program
And Reduction Program.
AISO.

6 months
$64.95
"CALL O K STOP BY T O D A Y "

WORLD OF FITNESS,
INC.
3S9fKfcA«

TOM. Iters.. S«». M*n • K> »
V'WJ"."

UMNYACtefcAtfiMfftM
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Men's basketball squad
wins in Charlotte Coliseum

Intramural
Dept. grows

By JOSEPH BRENNAN
TJ sports reporter

The Intramural Department has expanded tremendously over
the past several years. One advancement it has made is taking
championship teams to other colleges to face their champion
This year, the Intramural department has taken a flag football
team to P.C. and took four teams to Lander. (They took a girl's
flag football and softball team, and men's flag football and softball team.)
The department is trying to arrange, now, a trip for the champion basketball team. These teams will probably go to Lander
and Clemson.
I think this is a worthwhile activity because from the response
I've gotten from the students that went on the trips was very
positive. They enjoy this opportunity to travel to other schools
and to compete with different teams.
Steve Moore, assistant intramural director, said, "It adds a
little extra work for the department, but that's what we're hers
for."
Winthrop has one advantage that other schools don't have.
"We are allotted a travel budget, so we will be doing most of the
traveling," Moore said. (But who knows; with the seven percent
cut, we may not have it next year!)
Another reason Winthrop has to travel is because we don't
have a lighted field. "If we played in the afternoon it would cut
out a lot of class time," Moore said.
This all came about four years ago, at the annual state
(SCAHPERD) convention. Some students at Lander (Moore was
one of them, attending Lander at the time) got together and
asked Coach Brown- if the two schools could get together, and
from there the program grew.
There was one slight problem in traveling to Lander. All of the
school vans and buses were booked up, so they had to rent a
Greyhound, but according to Moore, that was the biggest inconvenience so far.
Of course, if the program continues to grow, they will run into
a budget problem.
One advantage the department has run into is if the other
school "has Epicure food services, our students are allowed to use
their meal plan.
Another interesting thing the Intramural department has done
is started one-on-one basketball. There are 30 males and 11 females participating this year. If you want to see the finals, you
can attend the Winthrop vs. Coastal Carolina Basketball game
tonight. The finals will be during the halftime of the Women's
and Men's games. This should prove to. be very entertaining.
Gayle Young

The Winthrop basketball
team played three important
games this past week and came
away with two wins over Winston-Salem State and District 6
leader, USC-Spartanburg, while
bowing to USC-Aiken.
Winthrop made their first
appearance in the Charlotte
Coliseum on Friday, December
5, in the first game of the Charlotte Post Charities Doubleheader. They played WinstonSalem State and came away
with a 80-73 win. WinstonSalem is coached by "Big
House" Gaines, the winningest
coach in the NAIA. The doubleheader was a success with over
4,000 people in attendance.
Senior guards, Rick Riese and
Bennie Bennett, showing their
experience, took their time in
running the Eagle offense which
got layup after layup for Charles
Brunson and Tim Raxter. The
Eagles opened a 30-18 lead on a
basket from Rick Riese with
6:29 left in the first half. At this
point the Eagles had made 15 of
their first 19 shots. In the first
half, Coach Nield Gordon's
bench let him down for the first
time all season as Winston-Salem
State outscored Winthrop 17-6
to cut the lead to 36-35 at
halftime.
Winston-Salem State finally
got the lead at 41-40 with 17:46
left in the game. Then the lead
changed hands six times until
Winthrop took a 54-53 lead
with 12:22 left, on a basket
from Bennie Bennett and used
clutch free throw shooting from
Derrick Goodwin, Brunson and
Bennett to seal the 80-73 win.
Brunson led the Eagles with 26
points and 11 rebounds.

seven-game winning streak, their
second longest in their history.
The Eagles bounced back
Monday night with a big win
over s'th^.jlistjfct's number^ppe
rated^ team, USC-Spartanburg.
This "game was the third time
that ?an undefeated team "bit
the dust" after coming into
Sullivan undefeated. The lead
changed hands six times in the
first half until Jim Gibson made
a basket with 7:31 left in the
half to put the Eagles on top
22-20, a lead they never relinquished. They built up to
73-58 on a Bennie Bennett
basket, with 5:30 left in the
game.
Winthrop had another fine
shooting night (66.08%). It was
Rick Riese, with 20 points, who
had a great outside shooting
night, with 9 for 10 from the
floor. This kept the Rifles at bay
all night. In the second half,
Spartanburg was denying Riese
the ball so Bennie Bennett
picked up the slack, and ended
up leading the team in scoring
with 22 points. Jim Gibson,
starting in place of Alan Ours,
who was sick, had one of his
finest performances of his
career, scoring 13 points and
keeping Michael Gibson well
below his average. This is the
first change the Eagles made in

their starting lineup all season,
and it did not affect the Eagles'
play at all.
The Eagles continue to be
impressive in the first third of
the season, as they have won
nine of their first 11 games.
Coach Gordon has renewed
enthusiasm by the way his team
is playing. "We have been playing with the consistency that
plagued the past two Eagle
teams. The defense has been
outstanding, and with each
game, the players are more
confident. "We know that when
the offense is falling, we can get
back into the game," Gordon
said.

CATCH THE
VISION!
THE COMMUNITY
CHAPEL - FULL
GOSPEL, SPIRIT FILLED
3:00 P.M. EACH SI NDA Y
AFTERNOON IN THE
BANQUETROOM
OF RAM ADA INN.

James Par risk's
Flowerland
ACROSS FROM RICHARDSON HALL
Remember that special someone for
Christmas with flowers
221 Cherry Rd.

$

Phone: 328-6205

Coach Gordon was pleased
with the team's performance.
"A fine game was turned in by
the players of the game, Bennie
Bennett, along with another outstanding performance by Charlie
Brunson. Good defense work by
Alan Ours and Tim Raxter kept
the Rams away from the basket.
Rick Riese turned in another
fine performance and Derrick
Goodwin, Kevin Simpson and
Jim Gibson lent support from
the bench."
USC-Aiken Coach Larry Wall
said, "The game ^against Winthrop was the best game we W
played all season." USC-Aiken
time
took a 9-8 lead with 16 minutes | Any
left in the first half, and then Hi
regular
took control of the game, using | during
a potent fast break and a 64 per- i| Store
hours
cent field goal shooting night to
keep the Eagles at bay. Terry 1 8:30 am - 5 : 0 0 pm
Strickland did the scoring in the &
first half on fast breaks, and | Monday - Friday
Chuck Orr using 15 foot baseor
line jump shots to score 22 of |
his 24 points in the second half.
iSpecial
BUY BACK
The Eagles were down 68-48
with 9:42 left in the game, and
battled back, by the play of
Rick Riese and Charles Brunson,
to ait the lead to 70-64 with
5:58 on two free throws from
Brunson, then ran out of gas
and fell 88-74 to emUhe Eagl^

CA$H
I
for

USED
ITEXTBOOKS

Bennie Bennett (81) scoring two points !» another Eagle win to
improve their record to 9-2. (TJ photo by Tim Hart Is)
•

* : •/>. •>.

W. *•» 1.v.%rk

Dec. 15 - 19, 1980

| WINTHROP
COLLEGE
STORE
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Women's basketball falls to 1-3
NAIA DISTRICT STANDINGS
"KRAUSE KOUNT"
GAMES THROUGH SUNDAY, DECEMBER 7
Team

Overall NAIA Krause Average
Record., Recbird'"Points
av. srae

1. USC-Spartanburg
2. Lander
3. Winthrop
Limestone
5. College of Cnarleston
6. Allen
Newberry
8. Francis Marion
Wofford

4-2
8-1
8-2
7-3
7-1
6-6
8-3
44
5-2

'

4-0 •
8-1
8-2
7-3
5-1
5-5
8-2
4-3
51

17
35
33
33
19
31
31
21
18

4.250
3.888
3.300
3.300
3.166
3.100
3.100
3.000
3.000

The Women's Basketball team
is lacking some important qualities so far, this season, causing
them to fall to a 1-3 record
after losing to Wingate and USCAiken, according to Coach Ann
:
Ellerbe.
"We are losing in tens ty, and
losing control of the game,"
Ellerbe said. "We've also had
poor shooting percentages."
Right now, Ellerbe is working
mainly on defense, offense, and
physical conditioning. "It is hard
to get intensity back, though.
The girls seem to be losing
concentration. They need to

maintain this through the entire
40 minutes," Ellerbe said.
The team has been running a
2-3 defense most of the time.
"It has been hard to play man to
man, because we've gotten into
foul trouble early in the last two
games," Ellerbe said.
Pam Bryant, junior, and Caryl
Hardin, freshman, both fouled
out of the Wingate
game.
Against USC-Aiken, the team
had five people with four fouls
apiece.
Ellerbe is still optimistic
about the season. "We've got the
talent," she said. "We just
haven't found the five that cam
work best together. We've only
got three people back from the
entire team from last year, so
we need court time, and experience working together."

from the floor, and committed
25 turnovers.
Cassandra Barnes shot a
commendable 4 for 6 from
the floor, and Nancy Archer
shot 3 for 4 from the floor.

Soccer
players
awarded

Three members of the 1980
Winthrop soccer team were
honored last week by being
named to the District 6 all
(Continued from page 17)
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL REPORT
star team. Senior, Peter Feil
WEEK OF DECEMBER 5,1980
was named to the District 6
first team, and he was joined
countries around its perimeter.
Against Wingate, on Decem- by Tom Haxton and Bob Bowen
NVA
It looks like that's coming down ber 4, Winthrop lost 84-79. were named to the all district
AVA
'right now. Another sign was the Winthrop was down by 16
4-1 Misfits
5-0 letters 866, the sign of the points with 18 minutes left in team.
Shooo
4-1
Bakers
Dozen
3-2 antichrist. How about Ronald the game. They cut the lead by
M&N
14 Lucky Ladies
2-3 Wilson Reagan (6 letters in one point with 30 seconds left,
Whips
14 Spikers
0-5 each «name). This is not- to im- but never could get ahead.
Free Spirit
ply that our president is the
Savonda Turner, junior, and
NEED EXTRA MONEY?
anti-Christ. . . the prophecy Jodye Jennings, senior, were
THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
merely stated that those three high scorers with 18 points
The Community Chapei
numbers would come up some- apiece, while Caryl Hardin conScore
Lost
Won
where along the line. I don't tributed 17 points.
needs a babysitter for the
think
any
of
us
are
ready
for
(15-7)
(15-7)
Whips
Misfits
Hardin and Nancy Archer,
nursery. For more inforthis . . . it makes you think.
(15-7) (15-9)
Free Spirit
Shooo
freshmen, led in rebounding,
mation contact Bob WarI've also seen a lot of vio- with nine each.
(15-9) (15-9)
Spikers
Lucky Ladies
moth. 2:30-4:30.
lence right here on campus
(15-7) (15-5)
Whips.
M& N
On December 6, USC-Aiken
366-6803
lately. Almost every week-end downed Winthrop, 79-61. Har(154) (154)
Bakers Dozen
Misfits
something happens that makes din led the team in scoring, with
(16-14) (15-8)
Free Spirit
Whips
you
wonder
if
everybody's
going
(15-2) (15-2)
Lucky Ladies
M&N
14 points, and Turner followed
crazy. . . whether it's another with 12.
(15-10) (15-13)
Shooo
Bakers Dozen
broken relationship, fighting, a
(15-13) (15-6)
Spikers
Bakers Dozen
Hardin also was able to bring
mugging, or a rape. Something down 18 rebounds for the team. * EARLY CHRISTMAS J
(16-14) (15-11)
Lucky Ladies
Shooo
SHOPPERS
*
is
missing
here
folks
and
I
think
Forfeit
Free Spirit
M&N
The team only shot 32% *
it's love. More and more, love
*
Need extra money?
*
*
seems to be replaced by the
CO-ED VOLLEYBALL REPORT
*
*
word .hate. ,, . whether.it's "I
*,Yot» eani earn good e x t r a *
te
bfchati
jock!"»nOr
"I
can't
*IYA -ROA | f '
AVA
* income uriS an Amway *
nd that loud mouthed red* distributor a few hours *
4-0 neck!", or "I think that hippie
3-1
Billy's
Bunch
Rough Riders
is
pure
scum!"
This
just
isn't
jT per day. For more infor- •£
3-1
1-2 Quarter Toss
OLUSH
^ mation call-366-9915.
J
1-3 going to work. We're all guilty
04 TD
Seducers
of doing this (at least I know
that I sometimes am). I think
THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
that it is time that we all took a
good look at our brothers and
Score
Lost
Won
sisters and judge them not by
what they cant do, but by their
(15-5) (8-15) (15-12)
Rough Riders
Billy's Bunch
good qualities. Hate is by no
(15-10) (16-14)
OLUSH
Quarter Toss
means a suitable replacement for
(15-12) (15-7)
Quarter Toss
TD
love.
If we continue to go on
(13-15) (15-12) (15-7)
OLUS n
Rough Riders
like this, it could mean a lot of
(15-9) (15-0)
Seducers
Rough Riders
our lifetime will be cut short.
(11-15) (15-9) (15-3)
TD
OLUSII
So this Christmas, give people
(15-5) (12-15) (15-11)
Quarter Toss
Billy's Bunch
something else , with all the
FORFEIT
Seducers
TD
material things that you buy
them . . . Try showing some
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
kindness,
compassion, and
REPORT
unders' ending to everyone you
meet
Merry
Christmas, people.
NVL
AVL

Lennon..

S

I*************

Books...
The Perfect Gift

Che *£?.

^Boofeworm W

5-0
4-1
3-2
2-3
14
0-5

Wolfgang
Boog's Bumpers
Wanderwers
MasterBatters
Wahoo's
Raiders

Rough Riders
VB Pounders
Potatoes
Shake-A-Leg
Splitters
Sigma Phi Epsilon

Rick Tobin

Softball fields...
(Continued from page 17)

VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENfRESULTS
Won

Lost

Potatoes

Raiders

Score
(15-0) (15-0)

MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL REPORT
TOURNAMENT CHAMPIONSHIP
Clydesdales

20 Buccaneers

14

grounds of the field will be
quite adequate for that activity," said Tolen.
Knowing that the softball
fields will mean aa upgrade to
the sports program at Winthrop
both Littlejohn and Tolen are
excited about impending construction.
"The fields will add tremendously to very ^f>dly needed
recreational facilities at Winfhrop/' ^ialtlttlejbfin."

BEATY S H O P P I N G CENTER
PHONE: 328-1707
HOURS* 9:30-6:00 M O N . - S A T .
UNTIL 9 P M FRI.
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Library to raise overdue charges
Special to TJ
Because students are keeping
more books overdue, the Winthrop Library is raising fines to
20 cents per day beginning
spring semester 1981.
"Overdue notices are running
about 40 percent ahead of last
year," said Laurance R. Mitlin,
assistant college librarian for
public services. 'With inflation,
ten cents a day does not seem to
be enough to encourage students
to bring books back on time,"
he said.
The last time fine rates were
increased was in September
1974 when they went from five
cents to ten cents. After an initial drop in overdues, the proportion of late books began
to increase steadily again.
"The Consumer Price Index
has increased over 65 percent
sincc 1974," said Mitlin. 'Thus,

our ten cent fine is only wmtr,
six cents in 1974 prices. USte
library's only interest is getting:
books back promptly so irnr
more students can USE item.
Making the fine greater appear?
to be the only way to do .that!"
All fine money cdllesfeeii Shy
the library is deposited in ttte
college's generai fund. UXe
library does not profit by tite
collection of fines.
In a related action, tie
library is lowering -permtej
charges. The 15 cent ssrsia
charge added to any overiiae
book that required a late n o f e
is being eliminated.
Some other library charges
are being simplified. If ajafcrnr
returns a book without paying
the fine due, an additional fEasecents per day will be added tio
the fine. This charge replaces 3
flat 50 cent penalty cunsittij
charged.

HUMS- a s two-hoar reserve
Hnnfe are w n g .sianged from
25 cans per fiia to Js®
••ssaxs per hour oar major fraction; Tlas dimgs vtS result in a
lower average Sue actually paid.
'While we msks the increases
witfe gomt reluctance, rnrr first
asponshiiity is Co the great
majority af the student body
thar. brings books back tm time,"
aiifc ffiiUn. "ft is not fair to
then fax a few students to
monopolize the Ehrarv s re" S o one ever has to pay any
library fines. * he added. "AH
one has to do s keep track of
tfte fttw etatp indicated in every
hook checked out- And books
can-: aiways be renewed If more
Cone is needed."
•*fl" at these ffrangp^ are
affective on the first day of the
springsemester.

Eaglettes plan homecoming
By KAY BENDER
TJ news reporter
Members of the Eaglettes'
board of directors met with
representatives of campus organizations Thursday night to
present plans for the 1980 Eagle
Homecoming. Melanie Fagan,
chairman of Eagle Homecoming
and Patricia Matthews, chairman of the Eaglettes, presided
over the meeting.
The idea of spirit competition
will be brought back this year,

as the Eaglettes plan to a s m s
the spirit link contest, p
contest and sponsorship off
homecoming court ce^testanE.
Points will also be awa, kti no
participating organizations fur
promotion of the even! in jgftn
eral. Cash prizes will be awarikrjj
in the spirit competition.
Board member Kelly Gfrrtar
explained the point system anc
answered questions pertaining to
the elimination of a single ihnm&coming queen. The plans for Jius
year's homecoming include m.

oaurc. icted. an by the student
1» 'hree a Sse giris that will
ooifesi'jely represent the Eagles
& the somecoming game.
rnqwrt of basing a queen and
the court wiS be
s equals, each recasting the same number of
sprit points for he- dob or organization. Any dob or otgani"'We want 00 ^ e the honor
en more than one g»ri,~ said
{ghnihir. "'With a court, the

One of Santa's little helpers passes out candy in the cafeteria
last week to help get students into the Christmas spirit. (TJ
photo by Tim Hartis)

Dinkins to receive
video screen TV

"We saw the success of the
The fHany brought op dis- new TV and the need to decission from the representatives velop a new TV viewing area,"
:|TWIT csncssxsQg seasons tor said Tom Webb, director of
the cbaige. Those attending the Dinkins. "The normal TV's are
meeting: were, far the most part, pretty old and the students
apposed to the idea of a were used to seeing people big
*tbnnnT:
j the idea of two big
seemed to satisfy the
"There's
of TV viewers. The new
aid Sanaa acne gi
TV L: one of the best quality, a
Panasonic, and is the exact
The
the Sagiettes re-work the point duplicate of the one we alivady
syaem to ailevtaie the problem have.
of one with the majority of the
"TV is psrt of Winthrop's
spirit points, but keep the idea social life," Webb said. With two
of a= -'aoem" with her court. tag screen TV'S, one can be
that the used to connect in with video
tho tradi- screening as well as be used as a
tional method, but the vote in TV, and the other will be used
the decaaon to change to a coort
m a the student body 35 a whole
had no a ? in the decision, the
seraty a
smd they

S 1

Winthrop's traditional tree in front of TOImao shins to aE -ac

Oakland Avenue, sharing the spirit of Christmas. (TJphotciiy
Tim Hartis)

only for TV. Also there could
be special screening at ATS.
The new video set cost
approximately $3200. The funds
were generated by the game
machines and billiard playing.
"We are also looking into the
possibility of developing a mini
theatre for video, i.e. TV area,"
said Webb. "We would have to
locate a space on the main floor
that is basically empty, but also
retain an area self-equipped for
TV.
"Video is also a pert of advertising for Dinkins. And with
video, basketball games, the Winthrop Challenge, and such can
be shown," Webb said.

Students charged
(Continued from page 1)

gy to the owner of the
book.
03 Eafrg p e t .
- = - Another student charged with
stealing two books was fined
last night, and $40, and a third student was
dedsian was to be fined $50 on the charge of stealria mail to all dub ing three books. Each of these
students were caught .attempting
to sell the books, Gleaton said.
The duty of the Judicial
Board, she said, is to review a
case to determine whether a
student is innocent or guilty of
the charges pressed and to issue
fines and written reprimands,
ffct Judicial Board is made up
of Wi nthrop students and does
not have the power to suspend a
student from the college. . . . . .

"If a student repeats an
offense several times," Gleaton
said, "the case will be referred
to the Judicial Council, made
up of students and faculty."
The Judicial Council handles
more serious offenses and has
the authority to make more
crucial dedsions.
Gleaton suggested that stolen books be reported immediately to the College Book
Store and The Bookworm. In
addition, the student should
offer their name and Social
Security number for identification to the book stores should
the book bp found. Gleaton
should be notified to be alerted
of possible cases for Judicial
Board review.

